
FULL PRICE LIST:

Our flat rates are based on surface location, target size, and the complexity of your design. Below is an overview of 
our pricing guidelines. If ever you have any questions, give us a call toll free at 1-877-349-6586, or email us at 
admin@edigitize.com.

DIGITIZING PRICES:

LEFT CHEST:
Normal Size (up to 4.5”) and Normal Complexity: $30
Oversized (over 4.5”, up to 8”) and/or High Complexity: $60

JACKET BACK:
Normal Size (up to 10”) and Normal Complexity: $99
Oversized (over 10”, up to 30”) and/or High Complexity: $150

HAT FRONT:
Normal Size (up to 4.5”) and Normal Complexity: $30
Oversized (over 4.5”, up to 8”) and/or High Complexity: $60

HAT SIDE:
Normal Size (up to 2.5”) and Normal Complexity: $20
Oversized (over 2.5”, up to 4.5”) and/or High Complexity: $30

HAT BACK:
Normal Size (up to 2.5”) and Normal Complexity: $20
Oversized (over 2.5”, up to 4.5”) and/or High Complexity: $30

OTHER DIGITIZING: (Bags, towels, etc.)

Normal Size (up to 4.5”) and Normal Complexity: $30
Oversized (over 4.5”, up to 8”) and/or High Complexity: $60
Oversized (8”-10”): $99
Oversized (over 10”, up to 30”): $150
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FULL PRICE LIST (CONT):

NAME DROP PRICES:

NAME DROP ONLY: (determined by surface location and size) Full price applies

NAME DROP ADD-ONS: (a name drop of one line, 2-3 words only.) $6 per name drop*

*This price applies to name drops requested as add-ons/variations to full price files. If you need 5+ name drops 
on the same order, please contact us, or submit a quote request, to determine applicable price.  If a name drop 
consists of complex details, (i.e. text in a circle or arch, a complicated font face, etc), a Simple Edit fee ($15) may 
apply.

DIGITIZING REVISION PRICES:

FREE EDIT $FREE
Repair of any errors in a design that cause it to be inconsistent with the original artwork or 
instructions; tweaking of a design to make it run more smoothly and efficiently; making simple 
modifications for other versions like hat or chest; minor increases or reductions in size.

SIMPLE EDIT $15
Name drops, minor variations of designs, changes in size greater than 20% that do not require 
complete re-digitizing, other edits such as setting file to sew center out for hats, minimizing details, 
changing stitch pattern etc.

COMPLEX EDIT Full flat rates apply
Any file that requires complete re-digitizing such as resizing for jacket backs or making major 
variations of a design. Resizing a file to specifications greater than a width or height of 4.5" for chest/
hat/other designs.

VECTORIZING PRICES:

BASIC VECTOR DESIGN: $19

STANDARD VECTOR DESIGN: $29

COMPLEX VECTOR DESIGN: $39+

*Check out our pricing guidelines in full on our website at: http://www.edigitize.com/our_policies.php
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